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3 Steps to Water Management
To use this Irrigation Guide, choose one option for each of the three questions.  Use the Guide for the
option you choose.

1. How much water is entering the soil?
— Irrigation Application Rate

Options:Options:Options:Options:Options:

1. Pan Method

2. Metered Method

3. System Design Method

2. How much water is stored in the soil?
— Soil Type, Infiltration Rate

Options:Options:Options:Options:Options:

1. Laboratory Method

2. Hand Feel Method

3. When is water needed?
— Amount of water lost

Options:Options:Options:Options:Options:

1.  Monitor the soil moisture

A. Hand Feel Method
B. Tensiometers
C. Electrical Resistance Blocks
D. C-Probe

2.  Evapotranspiration

B. Meteorological Calculations
C. Evaporation Pans

IRRIGATION

MANAGEMENT
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Introduction
Orchardists need to justify their water use.  Irriga-
tion of farmland accounts for approximately 70%
of water use in the valley.  Projected climate
change indicates a longer growing season, higher
water demand, and less available water in the
future.  Competition with residential, recreational,
industrial and environmental users for water
resources in the valley means users must quantify
their water use and demonstrate responsible
management.  Responsible irrigation practices also
reduce the risk of water contamination and im-
prove relationships with water providers and other
users.  Combined with an increase in orchard
productivity, irrigation management is beneficial
to all water users.  This section explains how water
management affects tree fruit production and how
to use it to improve orchard productivity.

How does irrigation affect
the orchard?
Proper watering practices are essential for the
support and nourishment of the root system.  The
consequences of improper watering can include:

OverwateringOverwateringOverwateringOverwateringOverwatering UUUUUnderndernderndernderwateringwateringwateringwateringwatering

• Physical damage to soil structures

• Decreased infiltration capacity

• Root death

• Increased susceptibility to soil
pathogens (eg. crown rot)

• Soil acidification

• Nutrient & cation losses

• Poor fruit quality

• Decreased nutrient uptake

• Heat stress & sunburn

• Premature fruit & leaf drop

• Early maturity

• Reduced return bloom & set

• Poor fruit quality

• Lower yield

What are the economic
implications for the
grower?
Costs related to inefficient irrigation include:

• Time, labor and energy spent maintaining and
operating inefficient systems

• Revenue losses due to poor quality fruit and
trees

• Wasted nutrient/fertilizer inputs

• Fines for exceeding water allotments

Factors of Irrigation
Management
To manage your irrigation effectively you must
know:

• How much water is entering the soil?

• How much water is stored in the soil?

• When is water needed?

Each of these factors are discussed in the next
section.  Worksheets and
examples are provided at
the end of this section,
along with conversion
tables and additional
sources of information.

Depending on the number of irrigation zones, calibrating andDepending on the number of irrigation zones, calibrating andDepending on the number of irrigation zones, calibrating andDepending on the number of irrigation zones, calibrating andDepending on the number of irrigation zones, calibrating and
scheduling irrigation takes about half a dayscheduling irrigation takes about half a dayscheduling irrigation takes about half a dayscheduling irrigation takes about half a dayscheduling irrigation takes about half a day.  After the calibra-.  After the calibra-.  After the calibra-.  After the calibra-.  After the calibra-
tion, scheduling only takes a couple oftion, scheduling only takes a couple oftion, scheduling only takes a couple oftion, scheduling only takes a couple oftion, scheduling only takes a couple of minutes a week.minutes a week.minutes a week.minutes a week.minutes a week.
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1.  How much water is
entering the soil?

 Water Application Rates & Volumes
Irrigation systems can differ in their rate, uniform-
ity and efficiency of water application.  All of these
variables influence irrigation management.

Application Rate:  This is the volume of water
applied over a period of time.  Problems arise
when the irrigation application rate exceeds the
infiltration rate (rate at which the soil can absorb
water).

Application Uniformity:  This refers to how evenly
the irrigation system applies water to the soil.  For
example, an irrigation line that runs from the top
to the bottom of a hilly section may apply more
water at the bottom of the hill than the top.

Application Efficiency:  This refers to the amount
of water that is actually applied to the orchard
floor.  Some systems, such as overhead irrigation,
have low efficiencies due to the amount of water
lost to evaporation.  Table 1 lists the maximum
efficiencies for various irrigation systems.  The
ranges given are for systems that were properly
designed and are in good working order.

Calibrating your irrigation system:
Application Rates & Uniformity
To schedule irrigation sets you must know the rate
at which water is to be applied.  Make sure your
irrigation system is in good operating condition
before doing the calibration.  You may consider
hiring an irrigation consultant to conduct a pre-
calibration check and also to calculate the water
output of your calibrated system.

• Repair any leaks

• Repair and replace nozzles as necessary – use
drill bits to test for wear

• Consider installing flow control valves if there
is a lot of pressure variation in the lines as this
will even out the water application

• Ensure meters and pumps are working properly

1.  The Pan Method (Sprinklers)
Accurate within about 20%, this method will give
you a ballpark estimate of your irrigation applica-
tion volume.  Keep this in mind when you sched-
ule your irrigation sets.

1. Obtain at least 16 identical pans with straight
sides.  Ensure water does not splash out the
side when the irrigation is running.  Avoid
dark colored collecting pans as they heat up
and lose water to evaporation.  Ensure the
cans are not so tall that the water hits the
sides of the holder.  For under-tree micro-
sprinkler systems a short pan, such as a cake
pan, must be used.  For sprinklers that are
higher off the ground, use a taller container
like a coffee ground can.   The more pans you
use the more accurate your estimate will be.

Table 1.  Irrigation efficiencies
(Palmer 2004).

SSSSSystem ystem ystem ystem ystem TTTTTypeypeypeypeype EfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiency

Solid Set .70 - .78

Hand Move .65 - .75

Drip .85 - .90

Micro-spray .85 - .90
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2. For each irrigation zone, randomly spread the
pans throughout a representative area with
approximate uniform distance between them.
Avoid placing pans under low branches that
will drip into them, especially with under-tree
sprinkler systems.  You may need to place a
rock in the containers to keep them from
being knocked over by the irrigation.  Remove
the rock before measuring the water depth.

3. Turn on the irrigation for 1 hour.

4. Measure the depth of water in each pan and
record it.

5. Find the average by adding the depths to-
gether and dividing by the number of pans.

If the application rates are very different in differ-
ent parts of a zone upgrade/repair the system to
even out the application as discussed above.
Schedule your irrigation using the lowest average
application rate.  This will help ensure the trees in
this area do not become drought stressed.

Example:Example:Example:Example:Example:

Sixteen coffee cans were spread around one irriga-
tion zone.  The irrigation was run for 1 hour and
the depth was recorded in each pan.

Number of pansNumber of pansNumber of pansNumber of pansNumber of pans = 16
TTTTTotal depth in all pansotal depth in all pansotal depth in all pansotal depth in all pansotal depth in all pans
= 104 mm
AAAAAvvvvverage depth: 104/16erage depth: 104/16erage depth: 104/16erage depth: 104/16erage depth: 104/16
= 6.5 mm

WWWWWater Aater Aater Aater Aater Application Ratepplication Ratepplication Ratepplication Ratepplication Rate
= 6.5 mm/hr

The amount of water in the pans
will vary – pans closer to sprin-
kler heads will have different
levels compared to pans further
away.  Use your judgment to
evaluate if the system is applying
water uniformly.  For example,
pans in similar areas relative to
the sprinkler heads should have
similar water levels.  Also, sprin-
kler patterns must overlap for
uniform application.

2.  The Metered Method
If you have a water meter on your irrigation line you
can use it to determine how much water you are
applying to the orchard.  This method assumes there
are no major leaks in the system and that there is
even water distribution throughout each zone.

1. Find the number of acres per zone (Worksheet
3).

2. Record the metre reading.

3. Turn on the irrigation for 1 hour.

4. Read the metre after 1 hour.

5. Use Worksheet 4 to calculate how many mm
are applied per hour for each zone.

3.  System Design Method
Water application rates can be calculated based on
the irrigation system parameters (pressure, nozzle
size, etc.).  For more information on these calcula-
tions refer to the B.C. Trickle Irrigation Manual
and the B.C. Sprinkler Irrigation Manual.  These
can be obtained through the Irrigation Industry
Association of British Columbia at

604 859-8222 or online at
http://www.irrigationbc.com.

Pan Depth
(mm)

1 5
2 7
3 6
4 6
5 5
6 7
7 5
8 6
9 7
10 8
11 6
12 5
13 9
14 7
15 7
16 8

Total 104
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2. How much water is
stored in the soil?

   Saturation 

Bound 
Water 

Wilting Point

Available 
Water 

Capacity 
(AWC) 

Maximum 
allowable 
depletion 
(MAD) 

Field Capacity

Soil Water Content

Clay

Loam

Sand Bound Water

Available Water

Field Capacity

 

The avThe avThe avThe avThe available water capacity (Aailable water capacity (Aailable water capacity (Aailable water capacity (Aailable water capacity (AWWWWWC) is the amount that can be extracted beforC) is the amount that can be extracted beforC) is the amount that can be extracted beforC) is the amount that can be extracted beforC) is the amount that can be extracted beforeeeee
permanent wilting.  permanent wilting.  permanent wilting.  permanent wilting.  permanent wilting.  The maximum alloThe maximum alloThe maximum alloThe maximum alloThe maximum allowable depletion (MAD) is the amount ofwable depletion (MAD) is the amount ofwable depletion (MAD) is the amount ofwable depletion (MAD) is the amount ofwable depletion (MAD) is the amount of
water that can be extracted before the trees experience water stress; for fruit trees,water that can be extracted before the trees experience water stress; for fruit trees,water that can be extracted before the trees experience water stress; for fruit trees,water that can be extracted before the trees experience water stress; for fruit trees,water that can be extracted before the trees experience water stress; for fruit trees,
the MAD is 50% of the Athe MAD is 50% of the Athe MAD is 50% of the Athe MAD is 50% of the Athe MAD is 50% of the AWWWWWC.  C.  C.  C.  C.  When the MAD is rWhen the MAD is rWhen the MAD is rWhen the MAD is rWhen the MAD is reached it is time to irrigate.eached it is time to irrigate.eached it is time to irrigate.eached it is time to irrigate.eached it is time to irrigate.

Soil Type:  Physical Properties
The physical properties of different soils deter-
mine how they take in, store, and release water.
Field capacity refers to the total amount of water
that is held in the soil after it has been saturated,
then drained by gravity.  A portion of water in the
soil is held by the soil particles and is unavailable
to the tree; this is bound water.  The remaining
water in the soil is called the available water

capacity (AWC); this is the reservoir the trees
have to draw on.  The goal of irrigation schedul-
ing is to operate between field capacity and 50%
available water capacity.  The orchard is at field
capacity after irrigation and is irrigated again
when the soil moisture drops to 50% of the
available water capacity.  This wet-dry cycle
allows oxygen to move into the soil.

FFFFFigurigurigurigurigure 1. e 1. e 1. e 1. e 1.  Relative amounts of bound water, available water, and field capacity in sand, loam, and clay.
Clay holds more water than sand and loam at field capacity, but the amount of available water in clay is
nearly equal the amount in loam.  This is because clay has a higher proportion of bound water.
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TTTTTable 2. able 2. able 2. able 2. able 2.  Soil water holding capacity and infiltration rate for selected soil types (Allen et al. 1998,
Noorallah 2004, Tan and Layne 1990).

SSSSSoil oil oil oil oil TTTTTypeypeypeypeype AAAAAvvvvvailable ailable ailable ailable ailable WWWWWater Capacityater Capacityater Capacityater Capacityater Capacity       Infiltration Rate       Infiltration Rate       Infiltration Rate       Infiltration Rate       Infiltration Rate
    (mm water/cm soil)    (mm water/cm soil)    (mm water/cm soil)    (mm water/cm soil)    (mm water/cm soil) (mm/hr)(mm/hr)(mm/hr)(mm/hr)(mm/hr)

Sand 0.7 12-20

Loamy Sand 0.9 7-12

Sandy Loam 1.2 7-12

Loam 1.3 7-12

Silty Clay 1.3 4-7

Silt clay loam 1.4 4-7

Silt Loam 1.4 4-7

Clay 1.4 2-5

Silt 1.5 ~ 4-7

Infiltration rates determine how much and how
quickly water can be taken in by the soil.  If the rate
of water application exceeds the infiltration rate,
ponding and runoff occur.  AWC and infiltration
rates for different soil types are listed in Table 2.
The values given for the AWC are the upper limits
for each soil type; these values will decrease as the
amount of rock and stone in the soil increases.

Due to differences in infiltration rates and avail-
able water storage:

• Clay soils should be watered slowly, for a
long time, infrequently.

• Sandy soils can have water applied at higher
application rates but for short periods of
time, frequently.

• Loam soils are intermediate between clay and
sand.
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How to: Determine your soil type(s).
Check the soil in several locations as soil type can
vary considerably in an orchard block.  It is
important to know the soil type in the top metre
of soil.  Although trees may have roots up to 2
metres deep in the soil, at least 85% of the roots
are in the top metre.

For each site:

Dig a hole 1 metre deep and sample soil at 30, 60
and 90 cm.  You can also use an auger to obtain
soil at these depths, however, it is difficult to
measure the thickness of any layers with this
method.

1. If the soil looks uniform throughout the depth
of the hole:

Combine the samples into one jar and label it.

 2. If there are layers of different soil types:

Measure the thickness of each layer and record it.
Sample each layer, DO NOT mix them together.
Keep each layer sample in its’ own jar.

Once the samples have been collected choose one
of two methods to determine the soil type.

1.  Laboratory Analysis1.  Laboratory Analysis1.  Laboratory Analysis1.  Laboratory Analysis1.  Laboratory Analysis

Many labs will do a soil particle analysis that
reports the percentages of clay, sand and silt in
the sample.  Ask field service for soil testing labs
in your area.  Using this information, find the soil
type using the soil textural triangle (Appendix 1).

Cost: ~ $25 per sample

2.  H2.  H2.  H2.  H2.  Hand Fand Fand Fand Fand Feel Meel Meel Meel Meel Methodethodethodethodethod

The hand feel method can be done in the field
and is relatively easy.  It is, however, very subjec-
tive and leaves a lot to be desired in terms of
accuracy.  If this method is chosen, use the flow
chart (Appendix 2) at the end of the section.  It is
a good idea to keep the samples for a second
opinion.

Once you have done this, use WORKSHEET #1
to calculate the amount of water held in the root-
zone.

Most orchards will have different
types of soil at different depths so be
prepared to take multiple samples and
record the thickness of each layer.
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3.  When is water needed?
Knowledge of how much water is in the soil is
essential to irrigation scheduling.  There are two
approaches to determining soil water: direct soil
moisture monitoring and a cheque-book method
that keeps track of how much water is lost to
evapotranspiration.

A.  Soil Moisture
Some of the tools available for measuring soil
moisture are discussed below. When a threshold is
met (eg. soil tension) the orchard is irrigated.
Most manufacturers provide information on when
to water with the equipment.  Soil moisture
should be monitored about 2/3 of the canopy
width from the trunk (see figure).

1.  Hand Feel Method
The hand feel method is based on the texture of
the soil.  An auger is used to obtain soil samples
from various depths.  Use Appendix 3 to deter-
mine the soil moisture.  Find the soil type in the
top row and choose the appropriate texture from
the choices listed underneath.  The column on the
left shows the approximate soil moisture for the
different textures. For tree fruits, the soil moisture
should not drop below 50%.  Though very
affordable this method is not very accurate,
difficult in rocky areas and requires a lot of effort
and skill.

2.  Tensiometers
Tensiometers work by directly measuring the soil-
water potential.  As the amount of water in the
soil decreases the tension increases.  This tension
can be read from the tensiometer in centibars and
used with a chart (provided by the manufacturer)
to determine the amount of water in the soil.  The
higher the reading, the drier drier drier drier drier the soil is.  Some
maintenance is required – tensiometers must be
protected from frost.  This means removing them
every fall and reinstalling them in the spring.  The
tips should be flushed and occasionally replaced.
The instrument must be installed properly (so the
tip has good contact with the soil) to obtain
accurate readings.

Some manufacturers make a number of models
that are suited to different soil conditions and
crop sensitivities.  Low-tension models can be
used for coarse, sandy soils as they are more
sensitive and respond faster to changing water
conditions.  Tensiometers respond faster and are
more accurate than electrical resistance blocks.

Tensiometers in orchards should be installed in
pairs – one at a depth of 30cm and one at 60cm.
Each area that differs from other areas in soil type
and slope should be equipped with a pair of
tensiometers to monitor soil moisture accurately.
The exposed parts of the equipment must be
protected from mechanical damage.

Cost:

Tensiometer ~ $90-100 each
Service Kit ~ $50-85

Measure HereMeasure HereMeasure Here
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3.  Electrical Resistance Blocks
Electrical resistance blocks (ERB’s) provide an
indirect measure of soil-water potential by meas-
uring the resistance across a block that is buried in
the soil.  Two wires lead from the block that can
be connected to a portable meter to obtain the
soil-water tension reading in centibars.  One
meter can be used to monitor numerous ERB’s.

Like tensiometers, ERB’s should be installed in
pairs at depths of 30 and 60cm in each unique
area of the orchard.  Unlike tensiometers, ERB’s
are not damaged by frost and can be left in the
ground over the winter.  The only parts exposed
above ground are two wires.  ERB’s do not re-
spond as quickly as tensiometers and are not
suggested for use in light, rapidly draining soils
such as sand.  The blocks should last 5-7 years
under normal conditions – less in acidic soils.
Check the accuracy of sensors by soaking them
overnight in water.  The closer the reading is to
zero the more accurate it is.  Blocks should be
replaced when they read 5 or higher after soaking
overnight.

Cost:

Blocks ~ $47 each
Meter ~ $424

4.  C-Probe
The C-probe is a soil-moisture monitoring probe
that uses capacitance sensors.  Up to 6 sensors can
be set at multiple depths along the probe.  Con-
tinuous readings at multiple sensing depths result
in a comprehensive look at the root zone soil-water
profile and allow precise irrigation management.
Readings are transmitted via radio data loggers to
a software platform such as ADCONtm.  The use
of telemetry eliminates the need for manual
readings or wiring to a data-logging device.  C-
probes work very well in loams, silts, and clays.
They work in sands as well but will report “spiky”
data due to the rapid movement of water through
coarse soils.    C-Probes can be used to monitor
the volume of water lost from the soil, so one unit
can be sufficient for a large operation.  Mainte-
nance involves checking the o-ring and seal twice a
year.  Growers in the Okanagan Valley can contact
Growers Supply Co. Ltd. for installation and data
acquisition options.

Cost:

Probe: ~ $840
Sensors: ~ $300 each

Receiver: ~ $1200 or $3500
(depends on location)

Receiver Mounting Poles: $136 each
(minimum of 2 required)
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B. Evapotranspiration (Et)
Irrigation sets can be timed by monitoring how
much water has been used by the crop and lost to
evaporation.  Evapotranspiration is the amount of
water that is lost through plant respiration and
evaporation from the soil.  It is used to schedule
irrigations based on a soil-water balance approach:
water that is lost must be replaced.  Unlike the
methods discussed above, evapotranspiration tells
the orchard manager how much water needs to be
replaced.  There are a number of ways to estimate
Et – they all include the effects of weather and
location.

1.  Meteorological Calculations
Evapotranspiration data is usually reported in
millimetres lost over time.  Currently, growers
need access to the internet to obtain this informa-
tion.  It is recommended that there be a secondary
form of monitoring as back-up for the first season.
This will allow growers to calibrate the use of Et
data for their specific blocks.

Evapotranspiration data is available on the
internet at www.farmwest.com.  Be sure to multi-
ply the reported evapotranspiration by the appro-
priate crop coefficient (also available through the
Farmwest website).  Field staff can also be con-
tacted to provide this information.

To use evapotranspiration data you must know
your MAD (refer back to Worksheet 1).  On the
website, look up the evapotranspiration since the
last day you irrigated.  When the
evapotranspiration is close to your MAD, irrigate
to replace the lost water.  You can use Worksheet 5
to help track evapotranspiration.

Example:  Using Evapotranspiration data to schedule irrigation. 
 
MAD: 46 mm (Worksheet 1)  
Last Irrigation:  July 13  
  

Block A        
MAD 46mm        
Day July 13 July 14 July 15 July 16 July 17 July 18 July 19 July 20 
Et Irrigated 6.6 7.1 7.0 6.5 6.3 7 6.5 

Sum 0 6.6 13.7 20.7 27.2 33.5 40.5 47 
 
On July 20, the MAD is reached – time to water. 
Irrigation Application Rate: 5mm per hour (Worksheet 4) 
Number of hours to irrigate: 47/5 = 9 hours 
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2.  Evaporation Pans
Evaporation from a galvanized washtub exposed to
the same climatic conditions as the crop can be
proportional to the crop water use.  Evaporation
from the pan will vary depending on the pan size
and type, location, and water depth.

In order to be used accurately, evaporation pans
must be constructed and installed properly.  A
standard Evaporation pan, developed by the U.S.
Weather Bureau, is 47.5” in diameter and 10”
deep.  It is constructed of #22 galvanized steel and
elevated 6” off the ground on a wooden slat
platform.  The pan must be level and have a ruler
for measuring the water level.  The water level
should be kept within 6-8” of the top and must
be filled after each irrigation set.  A wire grate to
exclude animals and debris should cover the pan
and be kept clean of any debris.  Algae and other
organic growths should be prevented using small
concentrations of copper sulfate (5-10 mg of
product per liter of water).  Any rust must be
repaired and painted the same colour as the rest of
the pan.

Measurement should be recorded around the same
time each day.  Loss from the pan is multiplied by
a pan coefficient to estimate the crop water use
(Table 4).  A rain gauge with a small amount of
mineral oil in it must accompany the pan to
account for additions due to precipitation.  When
the corrected evapotranspiration reaches 50% of
the available water capacity, irrigate the orchard
(BCMAFF 2001a, UOF-IFAS 2000).  Evapora-
tion pans can be ordered from Geneq Inc.

How to:  Schedule Irrigation using an
evaporation pan
1. Calculate the maximum allowable depletion

(described at the beginning of this section).
Record this on Worksheet 2.  If there is more
than one pan use a separate sheet for each.

2. After the first irrigation of the season, fill the
pan and record the water level.

3. Periodically check the water level and calcu-
late the crop water use.

a. Record any precipitation greater than
6mm in the rain gauge.  Multiply the
precipitation by 0.75.  This is the cor-
rected precipitation.

b. Figure out how many mm have been lost
from the evaporation pan by subtracting
the current water level from the water
level after the last irrigation.

c. Multiply the depth of water lost by the
pan coefficient (Table 4) for that month.
This is the corrected water use.

d. Subtract the corrected precipitation from
the corrected water use to find the crop
water use.

4. When the crop water use is close to the
maximum allowable depletion irrigate the
orchard, refill the evaporation pan and record
the new water level, and empty the rain gauge
if necessary.  Remember to replace the min-
eral oil in the rain gauge.

Table 4.  Pan Coefficients for Tree Fruits
(Apples, Cherries, Pears).  From BCMAFF 2001b.

MonthMonthMonthMonthMonth PPPPPan Coefficientan Coefficientan Coefficientan Coefficientan Coefficient

May 0.68

June 0.92

July 1

August 1

September 0.96

October 0.76
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Example:  Using pan evaporation to calculate crop water use. 

 
After each irrigation refill the evaporation pan and record the water level. 

Crop: Apples 
Soil Type: Clay 
Rooting Depth: 1m  
Maximum Allowable Depletion: 64mm 

Date 
Pan Level 

(mm) 

Pan 
Coefficient 
(Table 4) 

Crop Water 
Use 

Rain Gauge 
(mm)* 

 

Total Water 
Loss (mm) 

June 1 114 0.92  0  
June 7 64 0.92  25  

  
Calculate: 114 
      - 64 
 

= 50 
 
x 
 

0.92 = 46 - 19* = 27** 

*Corrected precipitation. 
** The total water loss is much less than the maximum allowable depletion so wait to 
irrigate. 

Date 
Pan Level 

(mm) 

Pan 
Coefficient 
(Table 2) 

Crop Water 
Use 

Rain Gauge 
(mm)* 

 

Total Water 
Loss (mm) 

June 1 114 0.92  0  
June 7 64 0.92  25 27

June 11 25 0.92  25  

  
Calculate: 114 
      - 25 
 

= 89 
 
x 
 

0.92 = 82 - 19 = 63*** 

 *** This value is very close to the maximum allowable depletion of 64mm – the orchard 
should be irrigated. 
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3.  Atmometers
An atmometer consists of a water-filled cylinder
equipped with a porous ceramic cup.  A crop-
specific membrane covers the cup to mimic crop
water use.  As water evaporates from the cup the
level of water in the cylinder drops and the level
can be recorded.  Early in the season the readings
must be multiplied by a crop coefficient to ac-
count for partial canopy cover.  In order to use the
readings for irrigation scheduling the initial
amount of water in the soil must be known, as
well as the available water capacity of the soils.

Maintenance includes protection from freezing
and ensuring the reservoir has enough (distilled)
water.  Atmometers provide accurate, site specific
Et data provided they are installed away from
buildings and obstructions in a representative
area. Atmometers can be ordered from C & M
Meteorological Supply.

Cost:

~ $500-1500 (depends on model chosen)
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4.  Additional Information

Increasing water-use efficiency

MMMMMulching: ulching: ulching: ulching: ulching:  Mulching can increase water infiltra-
tion rates, decrease soil temperatures, decrease
evaporation, and reduce weed growth.  Trials have
shown that mulching can reduce irrigation
requirements up to 25%.

Infrequent Watering: Maximize the length of time
between irrigations.  This decreases water loss to
evaporation.

Drip Irrigation: Drip Irrigation: Drip Irrigation: Drip Irrigation: Drip Irrigation:  Drip systems decrease the
amount of water lost to evaporation.  Keep in
mind that root development is where the water is
– drip irrigation does not wet a large portion of
the soil and may inhibit tree growth if not de-
signed properly.  Many growers in the valley have
to supplement drip with overhead cooling.  Fre-
quent, short bursts of water from overhead sprin-
klers result in very high evaporative water loss.

IIIIIrrigation rrigation rrigation rrigation rrigation TTTTTiming: iming: iming: iming: iming:  Irrigate at night and early in
the morning – the cooler temperatures reduce
evaporation.  Sprays are more effective when
applied to dry trees.
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Information Resources

Growers Supply Co. Ltd.Growers Supply Co. Ltd.Growers Supply Co. Ltd.Growers Supply Co. Ltd.Growers Supply Co. Ltd.
2605 Acland Road
Kelowna, BC Canada
V1X 7J4
Phone: 250 765-4500
Fax:     250 765-4545
http://www.growers-supply-co.com

IIIIIrrrrrrrrrrometer Companyometer Companyometer Companyometer Companyometer Company, I, I, I, I, Inc.nc.nc.nc.nc.
P.O. Box 2424
Riverside, CA 92516 USA
Phone: 951 689-1701
Fax:     951 689-3706
http://www.irrometer.com

Etgage Company Etgage Company Etgage Company Etgage Company Etgage Company 
1931 S County Road 19 
Loveland, CO  80537  USA 
Phone: 970 667-9821 
Fax:     970 593-9182
http://www.etgage.com

C & M Meteorological SupplyC & M Meteorological SupplyC & M Meteorological SupplyC & M Meteorological SupplyC & M Meteorological Supply
8150 POCO Road
Colorado Springs, CO 80908 USA
Phone: 719 495-8878
Fax:     719 495-8960
http://www.pcisys.net/~c-m.met.supply

Geneq Inc.Geneq Inc.Geneq Inc.Geneq Inc.Geneq Inc.
8047 Jarry Street East
Montreal, QC Canada
H1J 1H6
Phone: 800 463-4363
Fax:     514 354-6948
http://www.geneq.com

Government Funding
Incentives

NNNNNational ational ational ational ational WWWWWater Sater Sater Sater Sater Supply Iupply Iupply Iupply Iupply Incentivncentivncentivncentivncentive Pe Pe Pe Pe Prrrrrogramogramogramogramogram
http://www.agr.gc.ca/h2o/
Phone: 604 854-4483

EEEEEnvirnvirnvirnvirnvironmental Fonmental Fonmental Fonmental Fonmental Farm Parm Parm Parm Parm Planlanlanlanlan
BC Fruit Growers’ Association
1473 Water Street
Kelowna BC  V1Y 1J6
Contact:  Don Magnuson
Phone: 250 762-5226 ext 24

Websites

MMMMMinistrinistrinistrinistrinistry of Agricultury of Agricultury of Agricultury of Agricultury of Agriculture, Fe, Fe, Fe, Fe, Food and Food and Food and Food and Food and Fisheriesisheriesisheriesisheriesisheries
http://www.gov.bc.ca/agf

FFFFFarmwarmwarmwarmwarmwestestestestest
http://www.farmwest.com



BC Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries Soil Water Holding Capacity
Worksheet # 1

Integrated Fruit Production Guide

Block Date

Crop Notes

Effective Rooting Depth

Location / Zone

Soil Texture Available Water Capacity (AWC)

Soil Layer Thickness (cm) for Selected Soil Types (in/in)

Avail. Water Cap. (mm/cm) Total AWC Sand 0.7

AWC in layer (mm) Loamy Sand 0.9

Maximum Allowable Depletion (50% of AWC) Sandy Loam 1.2

Soil Texture Loam 1.3

Soil Layer Thickness (cm) Silty Clay 1.3

Avail. Water Cap. (mm/cm) Total AWC Silt clay loam 1.4

AWC in layer (mm) Silt Loam 1.4

Maximum Allowable Depletion (50% of AWC) Clay 1.4

Soil Texture Silt 1.5

Soil Layer Thickness (cm)

Avail. Water Cap. (mm/cm) Total AWC

AWC in layer (mm)

Maximum Allowable Depletion (50% of AWC)

Instructions: 1.  Measure the depth and thickness of each soil layer.

2.  Enter the soil type of each layer once it has been determined.

3.  Look up the available water capacity for that soil type in the table to the right and multipy it by the thickness of the layer.

4.  Total the available water in each layer to find the amount of available water in the root zone.

5.  Multiply the total available water in the root zone by 0.50 (for tree fruits).  This is the maximum allowable depletion (MAD).

Use this value as the 
MAD (maximum 
allowable depletion).
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Crop:  
 

 
  

Soil Type: 
 

Rooting Depth: 
 

Maximum Allowable  
Depletion: 
 

 

Date 
Pan Level 

(mm) 

Pan 
Coefficient 
(Table 4) 

Crop Water 
Use 

Rain Gauge 
(mm) 

Total Water 
Loss (mm) 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

Month 
Pan Coefficient 

May 0.68 
June 0.92 
July 1 
August 1 
September 0.96 
October 0.76 

Worksheet 2:
Irrigation Scheduling using Evaporation Pans
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Worksheet 2:
Irrigation Scheduling using Evaporation Pans (Cont’d)

Date 
Pan Level 

(mm) 

Pan 
Coefficient 
(Table 4) 

Crop Water 
Use 

Rain Gauge 
(mm)* 

 

Total Water 
Loss (mm) 
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Zone 
Length 

(ft) 
Width 

(ft) 
Area (sq.ft) 

(length x width) 

Acres 
(Divide area 

by 43560) 

1 48 229 10992 0.25 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

Example 

Worksheet 3:  Calculating Irrigation Zone Acreage.
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pp

 
 

Zone 

Meter Start 
(Gallons) 

Meter End 
(Gallons) 

Gallons/Hr
(Meter End 

– Meter 
Start)  

Gallons/Acre/Hr
(Divide gallons/hr by 

acres (from 
Worksheet 3). 

Actual 
(Multiply 
by system 
efficiency, 
Table 1) 

mm/hour 
(Divide by 

1063) 

1 
18341573 18343261 1688 6752 5402 5 

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

Example
e

 
 

Worksheet 4.
How to calculate the rate of
water application in each zone.



Worksheet 5.  Tracking evapotranspiration. 

*Remember to set the sum of evapotranspiration back to zero the day you irrigate. 

 

Block         Notes     

MAD              

Day              

Et               

Sum              

Day              

Et              

Sum              

Day              

Et              

Sum              

Day              

Et              

Sum              

Day              

Et              

Sum              

bcfga
11-30
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Canadian Soil Textural Triangle
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Appendix 1.  Canadian Soil Texture Triangle



Appendix 2: Soil Texture Classification Flowchart 

Adapted from the GLOBE soil texture protocol. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 1.  Obtain an egg-sized amount of soil from the layer you are sampling.  Using a spray 
bottle, moisten the soil and work it in until it is the same moisture throughout the sample.  
Try to form a ball with the moistened sample (if the soil is too dry, add more water).  Does 
the soil form a ball? 

Classify as Sand YES

Step 2.  Is the soil: 
Really sticky, hard to squeeze, stains your hands, has a shine when 
rubbed, and forms a long ribbon (5= cm) without breaking? 
 

Step 3.  Is the soil: 
Somewhat sticky, somewhat hard to squeeze, forms a medium 
ribbon (2-5cm)? 

Step 4.  Is the soil: 
Soft, smooth, easy to squeeze, at most slightly sticky, and forms a 
short ribbon (less than 2 cm)? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Refine initial soil texture from Step 
2, 3 or 4 for presence of sand or silt.
Wet a small pinch of soil in your 
palm and rub it with a forefinger. 

YES, call it a Clay and go to Step 3. 

YES, call it a Clay Loam and go to Step 3. 

YES, call it a Loam and go to Step 3. 

NO 

Step 5.  Test for loamy sand or silt.  The soil 
forms a ball but no ribbon and: 

NO 

The soil 
texture is 
very 
gritty. 

The soil 
texture is very 
soft and 
smooth with 
no gritty 
feeling. 

Classify as 
Loamy Sand. 

Classify as  
Silt. 

 
Add the word sandy to the 
initial classification. 
 
• Sandy Clay 
• Sandy Clay Loam 
• Sandy Loam 

 
Add the word silt or silty 
to the initial classification.
 
• Silty Clay 
• Silty Clay Loam 
• Silt Loam 

 
 Leave the initial 
classification as it is. 
 
• Clay 
• Clay Loam              
• Loam 

Feels very gritty. Feels very smooth, 
with no gritty feeling. 

Feels only a little 
gritty. 

NO 

NO 

bcfga
11-28
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Available Soil 
Moisture (%) 

Coarse Textured 
Soil 

Sand 
Loamy 
Sand 

Moderately 
Coarse Soils 

Sandy 
Loam 

 

Medium 
Textured Soils 

Sandy 
Clay 
Sandy 
Clay 
Loam  
Loam 
Silt Loam 

Fine Textured 
Soils 

Clay 
Clay 
Loam 
Silt Clay 
Loam 
Silty clay 

0-25% 

Dry, loose, flows 
through fingers. 

Dry, Loose. Dry, no moisture 
staining on hands, 
clods powder 
under pressure. 

Dry, soil forms 
separate, hard 
clods, difficult to 
powder. 

25-50% Slightly moist.  
Forms a very weak 
ball.  Some grains 
remain on fingers. 

Slightly moist, 
forms a weak ball.  
No staining on 
fingers, some 
grains break away. 

Slightly moist, 
forms a weak ball 
with rough 
surfaces, no water 
staining on fingers, 
small aggregates 
break away. 

Slightly moist, 
forms a weak ball, 
very few 
aggregations break 
away from ball, no 
water stains on 
fingers, clods 
flatten with 
pressure. 

50-75% 

Moist, sticks 
together but will 
not form a ball, 
loose and 
aggregated soil 
particles on 
fingers.  Some 
water staining on 
fingers.  Will not 
ribbon. 

Moist, forms a ball 
with defined finger 
marks, darkened 
color, very light 
water staining on 
fingers, will not 
slick. 

Moist, forms a 
ball, light water 
staining on fingers, 
darkened color, 
pliable, forms a 
weak ribbon 
between thumb 
and forefinger. 

Moist, forms a 
smooth ball with 
defined finger 
marks, light water 
staining on fingers, 
ribbons between 
thumb and 
forefinger. 

75-100% 

Wet, forms a weak 
ball, loose and 
aggregated sand 
particles remain on 
fingers, darkened 
color, heavy water 
staining on fingers, 
will not ribbon. 

Wet, forms a ball 
with wet outline 
left on hand, light 
to medium water 
staining on fingers, 
makes a weak 
ribbon between 
thumb and 
forefingers. 

Wet, forms a ball 
with well defined 
finger marks, light 
to heavy soil/water 
coating on fingers, 
ribbons between 
thumb and 
forefinger. 

Wet, forms a ball, 
uneven medium to 
heavy soil/water 
coating on fingers, 
ribbons easily 
between thumb 
and forefinger. 

Field Capacity 

Wet, forms a weak 
ball, moderate to 
heavy soil/water 
coating on fingers, 
wet outline of soft 
ball remains on 
hand. 

Wet, forms a soft 
ball, free water 
appears briefly on 
soil surface after 
squeezing or 
shaking, medium 
to heavy soil/water 
coating on fingers. 

Wet, forms a soft 
ball, free water 
appears briefly on 
soil surface after 
squeezing or 
shaking, medium 
to heavy soil/water 
coating on fingers. 

Wet, forms a soft 
ball, free water 
appears briefly on 
soil surface after 
squeezing or 
shaking, medium 
to heavy soil/water 
coating on fingers.  
Slick and sticky. 

Irrigate when 
the depletion 

is ~ 50%. 

 

Appendix 3:
How to Estimate Soil Moisture Using the
Hand Feel Method




